Silver staining as a tool for neurotoxic assessment.
There is no denying that the silver methods lost their dominant role as tract-tracing methods in the past 10 to 15 years. But it seems equally clear that the silver technique is headed for a dramatic revival in many fields of neuroscience, where the scope and localization of neuronal degeneration are a central issue. Together with the immunostaining of proteins formed or altered in traumatized neurons, the modern silver techniques provide neurotoxicologists and neuropathologists with unparalleled opportunities to detect and study injured and dying neurons. Characterized by great sensitivity and distinct rendition of the morphology of degenerating neurons and their processes, the reduced silver methods constitute the ideal tool for screening irreversible neuronal damage caused by neurotoxic substances including drugs of abuse. Those interested in the rapidly expanding fields of "excitotoxicity" and neurodegenerative disorders (Taylor 1991) are also likely to find increasing use for the silver methods. The pattern of degeneration in so-called "system degenerations" may be predetermined by the neuronal connections (Saper et al. 1987), and as the disease progresses from the destruction of the originally affected neuron population, closely related systems and pathways may be recruited into the pathophysiologic cascade. Any type of trauma to the CNS has the potential to produce this type of "domino effect" of degeneration, through which additional systems are progressively recruited into a degenerative chain reaction of transneuronal degeneration. In other words, even longstanding disorders may exhibit signs of more recent degeneration, and the proper use of silver methods at autopsy may give some important clues regarding the etiology of disease; it may also provide new insights about the anatomy of the human brain. Little can be said at present about the chemical basis of argyrophilia in degenerating and "reactive" neurons, but there is every reason to pay more attention to this subject. One can expect that a continuing and concerted effort will result in a rational understanding of the molecular biological and physicochemical events that fortuitously provide the basis for the selective impregnation of degenerating neuronal elements. This knowledge can be the basis for the development of even more reliable and simple, yet sensitive, silver methods suited for neurotoxic risk assessment on a large scale.